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Abstract
Network slicing is a very common practice in modern computer networks. It can
serve as an efficient way to distribute network resources to physical groups of users,
and allows the network to provide performance guarantees in terms of the Quality
of Service. Physical links are divided logically and are assigned on a per-service basis to accomplish this. Traditionally, network slicing has been done mostly in wired
networks, and bringing these practices to wireless networks has only been done recently. The main contribution of this thesis is network slicing applied to wireless
environments where multiple adjacent networks are forced to share the same spectrum, namely in LTE and 5G. Spectrum in the sub-6GHz range is crowded by a wide
range of services, and managing interference between networks is often challenging.
A modified graph coloring technique is used both as a means to identify areas of
interference and overlap between two networks, as well as assign spectrum resources
to each node in an efficient manner. A central entity, known as the ”Overseer”, was
developed as a bridge to pass interference-related information between the two coexisting networks. Performance baselines were first gathered for network slicing in
a single-network scenario, followed by the introduction of a second network and the
evaluation of the efficacy of the graph coloring approach. In the cases of highest
interference from the secondary network, the modified graph coloring approach provided more than 22.3% reduction in median user delay, and more than 36.0% increase
in median single-user and slice-aggregate throughput across all three network slices
compared to the non-graph coloring scenario.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The concept of network slicing is a very common practice in today’s modern computer networks. It serves as an effective way to divide resources based on particular
applications, as well as more efficiently manage different physical groups of users,
often corresponding to unique services. The physical network resources are divided
into logical sub-networks, known as “slices”, in which the users belonging to each slice
view the logical network as an indistinguishable physical entity. Furthermore, a key
concept is that the services fulfilled by each slice are fully isolated from one another.
That is, users of each service are not aware that others are using the same network
infrastructure. Slicing was originally done as a way to manage resources on wired networks; creating logical links across physical infrastructure to form virtual networks,
with the goal of providing Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees on a per-service basis
[1].
The same concept has been recently expanded to wireless networks, and is critical in terms of deploying new technologies such as 5G. A primary goal of the new
5G standard is for multiple types of services, each with very different and distinct
requirements, to coexist under the same infrastructure [2]. These include Enhanced
Mobile Broadband (EMBB), Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC),
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as well as massive Machine-Type Communication (mMTC). Each of these services has
a unique set of requirements. For example, EMBB requires very high data rates, while
URLLC requires not only sufficient data rates, but also strict latency tolerances as
well. In addition, mMTC might not require high throughput, but relies on a network
infrastructure that can support thousands of simultaneously connected devices.
In regard to 5G supporting all of these capabilities, one major challenge is to successfully share the limited spectrum resources across all three of the aforementioned
categories. One service may require the use of multiple channels that lie on separate
frequency bands, similar to how 2.4 and 5GHz WiFi networks exist today. The vision
for 5G is to provide services that can share multiple spectrum bands at the same
time. Furthermore, with increased device congestion, sharing the spectrum bands
that were made available for a particular service is also necessary. Work on cognitive
radio-driven feedback mechanisms [3], adaptive modulation [4], and graph coloring
[5] were shown as effective techniques for sharing crowded spectrum.
The graph coloring approach was applied specifically to Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS). In CBRS, there are three tiers of users that have access to the
spectrum (in decreasing order of priority): Incumbent Access, Priority Access, and
General Authorized Access (GAA). Since GAA users have the lowest priority of the
three tiers that exist in that band, they must not use spectrum resources allocated
to incumbents and can only opportunistically access resources given to Priority Access users. They form what are known as Interference Coordination Groups (ICGs),
which are groups of CBRS devices that are capable of managing interference with
one another [6]. The novel contribution of this thesis is the combination of network
slicing in a similar spectrum sharing environment.

2
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1.2

Related Works

Much attention has been given to the concept of network slicing over the years, mostly
in wired network domains. It has provided a means to manage physical resources
across distinct user groups and applications. It provides versatility and flexibility
in the way resources can be dynamically allocated depending on the present need
of the users in the network, in addition to performance guarantees for each of the
supported services. In a sense, it creates another layer of abstraction between the
physical network and the end user. A concept critical to the successful operation of
network slicing is what is known as Network Function Virtualization (NFV); a process
by which certain network functions, typically running on dedicated hardware, are
isolated logically in software across common physical network resources. These are
known as Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). It allows for the use of general purpose,
off-the-shelf hardware to be repurposed for use in networking scenarios; allowing for
greater flexibility in the deployment of the network infrastructure [1]. VNFs also
allow for better resource re-distribution when providing slice-based network services
with specific performance requirements [7].
Network slicing is paramount to the success of 5G and its various implementations.
EMBB, URLLC and mMTC all utilize this infrastructure under the hood; each with
varying requirements on throughput and latency. This is the primary differentiator
between 5G and other modes of wireless service. Typically in environments like LongTerm Evolution (LTE), systems were not designed with more than one core user group
in mind. (LTE only supports mobile broadband as its sole use case). 5G, on the other
hand, is designed to support not only multiple user groups, but doing so with diverse
requirements of bit rate, coverage and reliability, all while ensuring high Quality of
Experience (QoE) across the board.
QoE gives a good indication of the degree of effectiveness of the network slice from
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the end user’s perspective. Some slicing approaches directly offer QoE guarantees
with respect to different services [8]. It places QoS metrics in the context of a specific
service, and provides a single metric to compare traffic with unique throughput, delay,
and other performance requirements [9]. At the root of QoE is the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS); a subjective measurement on a linear scale that indicates the overall
user satisfaction with a given service. Models have been developed to divide network
resources such that the MOS is maximized for every service [10].
A key concept in the deployment of 5G is that of network softwarization, which,
while related to NFV, conceptually implies that the deployment of the network can
be done with software-oriented properties and principles. Open APIs exist for third
parties to have control over network resources. From a hardware perspective, function
of the network is no longer strictly dependent on the presence of dedicated network
equipment. Rather, the NFVs can be designed strictly as distributable software components that can run on general purpose off-the-shelf hardware and can be deployed
in a wide range of locations. This allows for a wider range of hardware available to be
used in the architecting and administration of network resources. Critical technologies that can support this include virtualization, whether it is in the form of virtual
machines or containerized environments, each of which can mimic the functionality
of independent systems all running on a single unit [1, 11].
Various approaches have been explored to implement network slicing in a 5G
network environment. The work in [12] proposed characterizing the network in terms
of a graph, such that the nodes of the graph are physical network nodes, and links are
the physical links with associated capacities and costs between nodes. The objective
is to embed a set of virtual networks onto the common physical network, each with
their own virtual nodes and links with capacity demands. Each of these virtual
networks are designed with a particular service in mind, and the type of service
warrants the link and capacity demands. The end goal is to use the constructed
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sub-graphs by embedding them onto the primary graph of the physical network, such
that all demands from all services are met, while at the same time not exceeding
the physical network’s capabilities. This is referred to as the ”feasible embedding”,
and can be reduced down to an NP-hard linear program. Specific approaches in the
formulation of these linear programs and resource allocation frameworks are explored
in [13–15]. The goal here is to treat each network function as a closed ”circuit” that
has a guaranteed capacity. The end users do not know the difference between the
physical network and the embedded virtual functions. Only visible to them is the links
between the nodes that are used to support their services, and are unaware of any
other virtual links on the network. This allows for a distinct compartmentalization
of services, advantageous from an administrative perspective.
The work in [16] details two specific kinds of interference in relation to network
slicing: radio and network traffic. It proposed four approaches to slicing the network;
at the spectrum, inter-cell, packet scheduling and admission control levels. Slicing at
the spectrum level is the least granular. As the name suggests, it is defined by slicing
the network according to the available spectrum resources, and the smallest divisible
unit of spectrum is one carrier. In the time domain, these spectrum assignments
last a relatively long time; anywhere from several seconds to multiple minutes. The
inter-cell level allows for slightly higher granularity, as it divides the spectrum on
a per-resource-block basis, highlighted in Figure 1.1. Typical slicing assignments
lasts for only a fraction of a second. Both of these methods provide high levels
of radio-electrical isolation and traffic isolation since no two slices are ever using
the same frequency resources. Increased granularity at the packet scheduling and
admission control level yields higher amounts of potential customization, but leads
to lesser amounts of both types of isolation. Insight provided here is to be taken into
consideration when designing a slicing scheme, especially with a wireless network,
given that the physical medium is shared among all connected users.
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Figure 1.1: Granularity of Slicing Mechanism (Adapted From [16])

In this thesis, the general approach falls under the inter-cell category, chosen for
its high levels of isolation from both a radio and traffic perspective. It also exhibits
reasonable levels of granularity, since the smallest assignable unit is a resource block.
It does contain some small elements of the packet scheduling approach as well, but
not enough to place it under that category. While the duration of the spectrum
assignment lasts for several hundred milliseconds, this interval is configurable down
to 1 Transmission Time Interval (TTI) (1ms), and the slicing mechanism is attached
directly to the LTE scheduler as resource blocks are assigned to User Equipments
(UEs).
Other methodologies for network slicing and resource assignment also achieve the
same objective through graph coloring, presented in the context of both CBRS and 5G
wireless networks [5, 17]. In the context of an infrastructure-based wireless network,
each base station is treated as a node in a graph. Edges are drawn between nodes that
meet certain criteria, the most common of which is the percentage of mutual overlap in
their coverage areas. The work in [18,19] describe spectrum allocation policies that are
based on the generation of interference graphs; connected sets whose edges are based
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on the perceived levels of interference between two adjacent nodes. Appropriately
coloring the edges of the graphs provide ways to assign mutually orthogonal blocks
of spectrum to the base stations such that the performance of the network can be
maximized. The problem is broken down into multiple parts, the first of which is the
initial graph coloring and spectrum assignment. Some nodes that are not connected
to any edge in the graph may still experience performance loss from high amounts of
aggregated interference, in which case edges are added to the most-interfering nodes
and the coloring is repeated again until constraints are satisfied. An algorithm to
reduce the power to change the appearance of the interference graph is also presented.
Furthermore, it is possible for the spectrum assignment on graphs with high chromatic
numbers to be fragmented. Colors can be merged such that the chromatic number
is reduced, which is done by selecting the two least-interfering colors in an iterative
fashion.
It is also possible to perform graph-coloring based network resource distribution
in time rather than frequency [20]. Assuming a graph representation of a network
with a given graph coloring, each color represents a time slot in which the users are
able to transmit information. Unique to this problem is the addition of multi-colored
nodes. Because the number of available colors is equivalent to the number of available
time slots, it is possible to assign multiple colors to nodes, assuming the chromatic
number is low enough. From the initial graph coloring, more colors are added to
nodes that still allow for the constraints of graph coloring to be satisfied. Therefore,
any one color from a multi-color node must not be the same to any one color from an
adjacent multi-color node. This effectively gives each node more than one time slot
on which to transmit, allowing for more efficient use of all available time slots.
Up to now, network slicing has been studied for a single network. However, stateof-the art network configuration points towards an increased prevalence of networks
operating over an aggregate of multiple separate spectrum bands, with some of these
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bands potentially being shared with other networks. Thus, it becomes necessary to
investigate network slicing in conditions where the network may experience interference from an adjacent network over some or all of the used spectrum bands. This
level of overlap has the potential to evolve over time, as demands placed on networks
often vary with changing user traffic patterns in either network. Services may have
times of peak usage during certain times of day as compared to others. With the wide
range of user services provided by 5G, this creates significant challenges in maintaining optimal levels of isolation between each service. When performing network slicing
in spectrum sharing environments, not only do slices have to be created within each
individual network, but they must be created such that minimal interference is induced between the networks. There are potentially multiple approaches that could
be taken. Slices could be generated using the aforementioned graph approach, with
each network maintaining its own slicing policy independent of the other. This removes slicing from the core of the problem at hand, and rather, it becomes similar
to that presented in [5] in the context of the CBRS band; managing levels of mutual
interference between coexisting nodes. Moreover, something not explored in previous literature are gray zones, which is a frequency re-use mechanism that allows for
slight overlap in the spectrum assignments for nodes that do not present high levels
of mutual interference.
Another potential approach towards solving the spectrum sharing problem is to
perform the slicing of the physical networks while taking into account the fraction of
overlap between the two. Applying overlap area to the resource distribution policy has
been shown in single-network, multi-node scenarios within LTE [21]. A novel hybrid
of this approach, graph coloring and a similar Spectrum Access System (SAS)-like
interference management scheme in a shared spectrum environment is explored in
this thesis. The amount of interference from the secondary network experienced by
the primary network will vary depending on the amount of overlap over the shared
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spectrum bands between the two networks. Using this information, each network will
be enabled to make informed decisions to allocate spectrum in an efficient manner;
not only from the slicing scheme but also the physical resources that are strategically
given to each slice.

1.2.1

Spectrum Management in CBRS

CBRS bands that are in use today and have several challenges with regards to allocating the available spectrum range from 3550MHz to 3700MHz. The three available
tiers of access, Incumbent, Priority Access, and GAA are shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: CBRS Tiers

Each level of access has guaranteed protection from interference from those below
it; giving incumbents the most unrestricted access to the available spectrum. GAA
users have no such interference protection and must rely on other means to access
the spectrum. This must be done in such a way that no interference is induced on
the higher priority users, as well as amongst themselves. GAA users must coordinate
use of the spectrum amongst themselves as to not incur performance penalties. The
WInnForum developed a specification for a SAS, the motivation for which is to allow
for GAA users to access the available spectrum in an efficient manner [22]. Each
SAS manages what is called a Coexistence Group (CxG); a group of CBRS Devices
(CBSDs) that are all, in effect, in geographical proximity to one another, and must
coordinate spectrum accesses amongst each other [23]. SASs have an interface to
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communicate not only to their respective CBSDs, but also to other SAS nodes in the
network as necessary. Information relayed by the SAS includes, but is not limited
to, grant information related to specific areas of available spectrum, Time Division
Duplex (TDD) configurations, and other metadata [6, 22]. Details on the specific
internals of this protocol are outside of the scope of this thesis.
Efforts have been made to discern the effectiveness of the CBRS mechanisms
to coordinate spectrum amongst GAA users. The primary method behind this, as
defined by the CBRS Alliance, involves creating connected sets of CBSDs that are
all under one CxG [5, 23]. In effect, a graph with weighted, non-directional edges is
constructed using what is known as the Interference Metric; a statistic that represents
the relative impact one CBSD has on another, and vice versa. Examples of this are
shown in Figure 1.3. Edges are drawn in the CxG graph if the Interference Metric is
above a certain threshold, calculated in (1.1). I refers to the amount of experienced
interference, with lower and upper limits for interference (Imin and Imax ) that are
selected by the administrator of the SAS [23].

Figure 1.3: Sample Interference Graph (Adapted from [5], numbers not to scale)
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IM =





(I − Imin )/(Imax − Imin ) if Imin < I < Imax




0






1

if I ≤ Imin

(1.1)

if I ≥ Imax

In addition to the above equation, which is used strictly for point-to-point based
spectrum coordination, the coverage area of the CBSD can also be taken into account. Given the transmission power of a CBSD, the effective coverage radius can
be determined using propagation models. Fraction of overlap between two coverage
areas indicates the level of interference between CBSDs [23]. Using coverage area as
the primary metric by which to coordinate spectrum allocation has been shown in
LTE [21].

1.2.2

Graph Coloring as a Tool for Spectrum Assignment

Building on the concept of connected sets, and creating graphs of a network based
on node interference is the use of graph coloring to re-distribute spectrum resources.
Every node in a given graph is assigned a color such that no adjacent nodes share the
same color. The colors are not necessarily unique, and more than one node can share
a color, as long as there is no edge between them. The minimum number of colors
required to achieve these constraints is referred to as the ”chromatic number”. Based
on the chromatic number, the spectrum is divided into unique blocks; one for each
graph color. The spectrum blocks are non-overlapping, and are subsequently assigned
to each node. This inherently minimizes interference between adjacent nodes, since
adjacent nodes will not transmit using the same resources.
It has been shown that graph coloring can be successfully applied to managing
spectrum resources; applying unique blocks of spectrum to nodes with certain colors
[17,18,20,24,25]. It is guaranteed that no two adjacent nodes will be assigned the same
portion of the spectrum; minimizing the interference that nodes in close proximity
11
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Figure 1.4: Network Spectrum Overlap

have on each other. In the context of CBRS, nodes are grouped into connected sets,
each of which has a Coexistence Manager (CxM) [5, 6]. These sets are groups of
CBSDs that have a path to one another in the interference graph representation of
the network. Coexistence managers can color each connected set independently and
are not concerned with allocating the same spectrum between two distinct connected
sets [6]. This leaves each coexistence group alone in terms of allowing them to allocate
their own spectrum without impact from another group.

1.3

Contributions of This Thesis

The novel contribution of this thesis is performing network slicing across multiple coexisting networks that partially operate on the same spectrum band and are managed
by two independent operators. Previous literature does not examine slicing beyond
a single network in this context, nor do they account for interference and spectrum
management as part of their solution. These networks may or may not support unique
user services (relative to each other). Resources are divided in time and frequency
across both networks, as highlighted in Figure 1.4. Each network has two portions of
spectrum; one that is exclusive to it, and one that is shared, or overlapping, between
the two. Pink and red colors show periods of time when traffic is actively transmitted
12
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on either network. The frequency overlap changes how the networks must guarantee
isolation between services. The spectrum needs to be assigned to users such that the
level of radio interference across each service is minimized.
Each network must not only manage its own levels of interference, but the interference induced by the other as well. To accomplish this, a connected set representation
of the networks will be created, with a central entity to exchange such information
between networks. In addition, modifications to a traditional graph coloring approach
will be presented as the primary method to assign spectrum resources, and its effectiveness will be analyzed. Furthermore, a novel method of spectrum re-use, referred to
herein as gray zones, is presented as a way to encourage frequency reuse and increase
network performance.

13

Chapter 2
Network Slicing in Spectrum Sharing Scenarios

2.1

Network Slicing Algorithm

There are four key entities necessary for the implementation of network slicing in
a wireless network: the UEs, the base station, the base station’s packet scheduler,
and the Slice Orchestrator (SO). The SO is given the task of managing each of the
network’s slices. Before understanding the slicing algorithm, it is important to note
the inner details of the SO, and the responsibilities it holds in relation to the remainder
of the system. First and foremost, the SO is capable of functioning either in a
standalone fashion, or in coordination with multiple other SOs. Coordinating the
functionality of multiple SOs will be made apparent in the subsequent section about
Multi-Network Configurations.
The number of SOs in a given network is the same as the number of base stations,
and the relationship between the set of SOs and base stations is bijective. The SO
communicates directly with the packet scheduler; effectively embedding the slicing
mechanism directly into the base station. It is tasked with keeping a record of the
UEs attached to its respective base station and their slice assignments, maintaining
the throughput requirements of each slice, and is directly responsible for assigning
resources to each slice. The units for slice resources are defined as the least divisible
portion of either time or the available spectrum, depending on whether slicing is
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done in time or frequency. In this thesis, slicing is done in the frequency domain, and
herein all units for slice resources are referred to as ”spectrum blocks” for the sake
of this explanation. The SO is responsible for storing the allocation map of slice IDs
corresponding to their available spectrum blocks within a given frame. In its initial
state, all available blocks within a given frame are left unallocated, unless explicitly
specified. As introduced in the previous chapter, performing slicing based on spectrum
blocks allows for a sufficiently fine-grained approach in terms of assigning spectrum
to all of the users, while maintaining high levels of isolation that are necessary for
network slicing. If slices are guaranteed explicit spectrum blocks, no two slices can
interfere with each other on the same block.
Inside the SO is an array, similar to the Allocation Array implemented in [26], the
length of which is determined by the slicing method and the granularity of resource
division. Each index corresponds to exactly one spectrum block. The array itself
defines the individual slicing policy of the SO, and its elements consist of the slice
IDs assigned to a particular spectrum block. For example, a ”1” at index 0 of the
array will indicate that block 0 will be reserved for all UEs on slice 1, and no one
else. It is also possible to exclude any arbitrary spectrum block from the slicing policy
by filling its corresponding array element with an invalid slice ID (for example, ’4’
in a network with only three slices). To enforce this, the SO communicates directly
with the scheduler to determine which packets will get transmitted based on the
slicing policy defined in the array. At a fundamental level, irrespective of the SO,
the scheduler iterates over every available spectrum block, and determines which UEs
can transmit data. At every iteration, the scheduler queries the SO for a list of UEs
that are associated with the current spectrum block. The list of UEs sent back to the
scheduler are those of the current slice, determined by the current spectrum block’s
respective index the array. This interaction is shown in Figure 2.1
Slice resource assignment is also adjusted dynamically based on the current per-
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Figure 2.1: Slice Mechanism Block Diagram

formance of the network. This is so that each slice can still maintain its minimum
performance guarantee with respect to the service that it is providing. The allocation
array is periodically updated by changing the number of spectrum blocks assigned
to each slice. For each slice, a ratio of the current aggregate throughput relative
to its minimum guarantee is computed. If the ratio is less than 1, spectrum blocks
are taken from the slice with the highest ratio. The exact decision logic shown in
Figure 2.2. It is worth noting that for any allocation array in which there is no slice
assigned to a specific portion of spectrum, the algorithm does not make use of that
spectrum. The number of total available blocks shared among all slices will always
remain constant. The SO will not take blocks from slices with a ratio less than 1, as
those slices are already incapable of satisfying their performance requirements, and
need additional blocks to do so. Lastly, resources will not be borrowed from any slice
with a ratio greater than 1, but only have 1 assigned block. This ensures that after
the resource redistribution occurs, every slice will have been allocated at least 1 block
to guarantee that the UEs on that slice are still able to transmit data. For trivial
cases where there are no UEs assigned to a specific slice, blocks will be taken away
from that slice regardless of the aggregate-to-minimum throughput ratio.
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Figure 2.2: Dynamic Resource Re-Allocation
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2.2

Managing Intra- and Inter-Network Interference

A second entity known as the ”Overseer” strategically manages the SOs and mitigates interference-induced performance penalties for each of the network slices. Its
responsibilities include managing interference within a single network through graph
coloring, as well as exchanging interference-related information between networks so
that both networks can adapt their spectrum assignment based on mutual interference. Specifics of the graph coloring algorithm will be explained later in this section.
The Overseer gathers the location and transmit power of each base station and relays
that information across both networks, so that each network is aware of the other’s
activity. The emphasis here is that the networks pass enough information between
each other such that they are capable of making informed decisions on spectrum assignment, but are not managing each other as one large coordinated network. They
can still coexist as two distinct entities, yet they have the ability to adjust their
spectrum assignment and slicing policies as needed depending each other’s operating
conditions.
The Overseer maintains a record of all the base stations and associated SOs attached to its network. This is similar to the SAS and CxM system previously described
for CBRS. A direct parallel between the Overseer and the CxM is that they directly
supervise a connected set of nodes and manage the interference between them. Multiple Overseers are capable of communicating directly with each other, which loosely
emulates the behavior of SAS. The two metrics it gathers from each of the SOs are
the current geographical position and total transmit power, both of which are used
in generating the adjacency matrix necessary for the graph coloring algorithm, to be
discussed shortly. Each SO from all of the base stations in the network register themselves with the Overseer. Figure 2.3 highlights the relationship between the Overseer,
SOs, base stations and packet schedulers.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship Between Overseer, SO and Base Station

Once all SOs are registered to the Overseer, it generates two matrices: one being
the previously mentioned adjacency matrix, whose purpose is only to describe which
nodes have edges drawn between them in the graph. Each index in both the rows
and columns corresponds to a unique node number, and a 1 at entry (i, j) indicates
that nodes i and j are adjacent, otherwise the entry is 0. In addition, a signal
strength matrix, which is similar in structure to the adjacency matrix, contains the
signal strength received from every other base station in the graph, accounting for
propagation loss. The matrix of signal strengths is also used in determining blurred
edges, as well as potential room for expanding the gray zone of each SO, which will
be explained towards the end of this section.
Constructing the adjacency matrix is a relatively simple process, formalized in
Algorithm 1. The Overseer will first generate an empty matrix Anxn , where n is
the number of registered base stations in its own network. For every pair of base
stations Ei and Ej , the distance d between them is computed from their coordinates.
Based on the underlying channel model and distance d, the strength of Ej ’s signal
perceived at Ei is calculated, and vice versa. Using this information, the larger of
the two results is placed on a simple threshold α. An edge is created for every pair
of base stations whose perceived transmission power meets or exceeds that threshold,
as shown in (2.1). The matrix of perceived signal strengths contains information at
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every entry (except the diagonal) regardless of whether or not an edge may exist.

Ai,j =




0 if Pi,j < α or

Pj,i < α



1 if Pi,j ≥ α or

Pj,i ≥ α

(2.1)

Algorithm 1 Constructing the Adjacency Matrix
1: procedure constructAdjacencyMatrix
2:
for each Ei in overseer.baseStations do
3:
for each Ej in overseer.baseStations excluding Ei do
4:
PT X,i = GetT xP ower(Ei )
5:
PT X,j = GetT xP ower(Ej )
6:
distance = ComputeDistance(Ei .location, Ej .location)
7:
PRX,i = CalcRxP ower(PT X,j , distance)
8:
PRX,j = CalcRxP ower(PT X,i , distance)
9:
if max(PRX,i , PRX,j ) > α then
10:
overseer.adjM at[Ei ][Ej ] = 1
11:
else
12:
overseer.adjM at[Ei ][Ej ] = 0
After the adjacency matrix is constructed, the Overseer has a working knowledge
of all of the base stations in the network, as well as their relationships to each other
in terms of intra-network interference. At this point, the graph coloring algorithm
can be applied. The nature of graph coloring is that it is an NP-hard problem. This
makes finding a valid coloring for graphs that contain more than two colors very
difficult. In this work, a greedy algorithm was implemented, the logic for which is
highlighted in Algorithm 2. The greedy algorithm is not optimal in all cases, but
sufficient for graphs with smaller chromatic numbers. In this work, the graph never
reached a chromatic number higher than 4, making this algorithm sufficient. The
Overseer starts by assigning the first node in its records an arbitrary color. A vector
is kept for bookkeeping which nodes are assigned which colors. For simplicity, colors
are represented by integers starting from 1. As such, all color assignments will be
attempted by starting at 1. The assumption is that the assigned color is valid until
proven otherwise. To do so, the the row of the adjacency matrix corresponding to the
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Algorithm 2 Graph Coloring
1: procedure graphColoring
2:
curN ode = 0;
3:
curColor = 1;
4:
while curN ode < numN odes do
5:
valid = 1;
6:
for i = 0; i < curN ode; i + + do
7:
if adjM at[curN ode][i]! = 0 and
8:
colorAssignments[i] == colorAssignments[curN ode] then
9:
valid = 0;
10:
break;
11:
if valid == 0 then
12:
curColor+ = 1;
13:
else
14:
colorAssignments[curN ode] = curColor;
15:
curColor = 1;
16:
curN ode+ = 1;
newly-colored node is examined for other adjacent nodes. If a node is adjacent and
shares the same color, the color is invalid, and a new one is selected. This process
is repeated for all nodes in the Overseer’s records until all nodes are given a color.
Sample results for the coloring of a 3x4 graph are shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Graph Coloring Algorithm Sample Output
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One novel contribution in this thesis is the addition of ”blurred” edges to the
network graph, which is a process independent from creating the adjacency matrix
or performing graph coloring. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, only
a two-network scenario will be considered for the purpose of this explanation. The
networks are referred to as the ”primary” and ”secondary”, respectively. The distinction between blurred and normal edges is that they are not binary, rather, they are
weighted values, and there is not one clear, distinct node in the secondary network
that is connected to this edge, hence the name. Each node in the primary network
is given a single blurred edge, which is representation of the aggregate interference
experienced from external sources. Blurred edges are only created if there are more
than one network coexisting in the given scenario. This is done using the location
and transmit powers gathered from the secondary network. Similar to how the adjacency and signal strength matrices were constructed previously, the Overseer of the
primary network will iterate over every node reported from the secondary network.
For every node in the secondary network, the perceived signal strength at node Ei
of the primary is recorded at index i of a new (n + 1)th row appended to the signal
strength matrix, shown in Figure 2.5. After iterating over every reported node in the
secondary network, the (n + 1)th row of the signal strength matrix will contain the
aggregate perceived signal strength from the entire secondary network.
The blurred edge intensities are sorted in descending order, to form the basis for
spectrum resource assignment. The base station that exhibits the highest blurred
edge intensity will be allocated spectrum farthest away from the shared spectrum
bands. Those that exhibit less interference will be given resource elements closer or
directly in the shared region.
The last responsibility of the Overseer in terms of coordinating the spectrum
assignment to each base station is the creation of gray zones, as a novel approach to
encourage spectrum reuse. Initially, the spectrum blocks assigned to each SO were,
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Figure 2.5: Matrix of Signal Strengths

up to this point, unique (Figure 3.2). A spectrum block assigned to an arbitrary
SO will remain exclusively for that SO throughout the network lifetime. Gray zones
allow the range of spectrum block assignments to expand across minimally-interfering
base stations to add potential for further performance improvement, as highlighted in
Figure 2.6. Some spectrum blocks will be available to use for multiple nodes, provided
they meet the proper criteria.

Figure 2.6: One Potential Gray Zone Configuration

Given the initial spectrum assignment determined with graph coloring and blurred
edges, the Overseer looks at every pair of nodes Ei and Ej again. The spectrum
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assignment for Ei will expand by 1 spectrum block in either direction if there are no
nodes adjacent to it that are also adjacent in spectrum, or no nodes that are adjacent
in spectrum, but below a certain power threshold β. The same criteria are used for
expanding the array of available resources in either direction. The exact decision logic
is highlighted in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Gray Zone Creation

There are a few limitations for the gray zone. For example, the base station with
its allocated spectrum in the lowest spectrum block indices can only expand in one
direction, and the same applies for the base station with spectrum at the highest
spectrum block indices. In addition, gray zones might not benefit networks whose
graph coloring schemes have low chromatic numbers, since there are less spectrum
blocks that are eligible gray zone candidates. No more than one spectrum block is
desirable for the size of the gray zone since the primary objective of the graph coloring
was to guarantee isolation in terms of the spectrum given to specific base stations.
At the end of all of the graph coloring, blurred edge, and gray zone creation, the
Overseer will pass two indices to each of its SOs. These indices will correspond to
24
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the lower and upper limits of available spectrum blocks that the SO is allowed to use.
This range will be applied every time resources are re-distributed.
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Chapter 3
Simulation Results and Analysis

3.1

The ns-3 Simulator

The ns-3 discrete-event network simulator is the primary tool by which all simulations were performed. It was chosen due to its wide community recognition and rich
libraries that provide high levels of support to simulate a full end-to-end wireless network. For the sake of this work, and without the loss of generality, the LTE model
was used as the preferred wireless medium to carry out all network simulations. The
5G libraries in ns-3 provided purely millimeter-wave support, and while some work
was done with these libraries [27], it is beyond the scope of this work, as the challenges with spectrum sharing and allocation are more prevalent in the bands that are
outside of those frequencies. While there is obviously not a one-to-one correlation
between the wireless technologies of LTE and 5G, the concepts of allocating blocks of
the available spectrum apply equally as well in both instances. The Resource Block
Groups (RBGs) provided in LTE are analogous to Bandwidth Parts in 5G, and form
the individual elements of the resource allocation arrays maintained by the SO. The
simulations that were performed were only concerned with the downlink direction,
but the same concepts explored in this work will also apply in the uplink.
Additional modules inside the ns-3 simulator that were needed are the IPv4 and
routing modules to create static routes for the packet generator, which will be ap-
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parent in the topology diagrams shown later in this section. In addition, the Flow
Monitor was used as the primary means to measure network traffic statistics, namely
throughput, delay mean and standard deviation, and jitter mean and standard deviation [28]. The LTE scheduler that was used in this work was the Proportionally Fair
(PF) scheduler. Modifications were made to the scheduler code to properly interface
with the SO.
Computing path loss is necessary for the Overseer to construct the matrix of signal
strengths presented in the previous chapter. Using the transmission power levels of
each Evolved Node B (eNB), the Friis model for propagation loss (3.1) is used to
determine the strength of Ej ’s signal perceived at Ei , given a distance d, wavelength
λ = 0.1415 (carrier frequency f = 2.12GHz), transmission power Pj , and system loss
parameter L, which is set to 1. The same is done for Ei ’s signal perceived at Ej .

Pi,j = Pj + 10 ∗ log10 (

3.2

λ2
)
(4πd)2 ∗ L

(3.1)

Network Topologies and Configurations

This section will briefly describe the physical layout of the network topologies in the
various scenarios that were simulated. Rationale for specific simulation procedures
will be presented in subsequent sections.
Three distinct network topologies were examined, each serving a unique purpose.
The first of which is trivial, and involves only a single network. This single-eNB
scenario was built with the intent of characterizing the performance of the slicing
algorithm on one eNB prior to scaling to multiple-eNB networks. It contains one
eNB, with UEs scattered randomly in a disc of radius r = 20m around the eNB.
The UEs were distributed at random locations throughout the disc, but with uniform
density. Equal number of UEs were assigned to each slice.
The second topology builds directly off of the first, and is the trivial case for the
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Table 3.1: Minimum Throughput Requirements by Slice

Slice
1 (Video)
2 (FTP)
3 (VoIP)

Throughput Requirement
20.0Mbps
16.0Mbps
12.0Mbps

two-network scenario. Two eNBs are placed at locations (0, 0) and (0, D), where D
is the distance between both eNBs. Each network contains the same number of UEs,
and the distribution of UEs on a per-slice basis remains the same. The addition of the
second network necessitates the addition of an Overseer at each network, although
the role they play is trivial in terms of graph coloring and gray zones, since the entire
spectrum assigned to each network is given to the sole eNBs.
The third iterations of the network topology is analogous to the second, except
that the primary network contains a nxn grid of eNBs, each of which are separated
by a distance D1 (Figure 3.1). The lower left corner of the grid is located at the
origin. The secondary network only contains one eNB, and is placed at ( D21 , D2 ). The
focus of this work is the impact of interference on the primary network, and while
it is theoretically possible to include multiple eNBs in the secondary network, it is
not necessary to highlight the efficacy of the algorithms in terms of managing the
distribution of spectrum and mitigating the interference induced by the secondary
network. The same distribution of UEs also applies to these scenarios as well.
As was previously mentioned, the LTE network was divided into three slices; one
for video streaming, generic FTP traffic, and VoIP, referred to as slices 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The throughput requirements were written in terms of the aggregate
throughput at a single eNB. A slice would be below its minimum requirement if the
total throughput of all UEs in every 0.5 second interval was less than the configured
value. The throughput requirements for each slice is shown in Table 3.1, and are
managed on a per-SO basis.
The throughput requirements were chosen arbitrarily, since the primary the goal
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Figure 3.1: Grid Topology With Secondary Network

of the simulations is to induce enough stress on the network, both in terms of the
amount of traffic and interference, that the network starts to struggle to maintain
these requirements. They are not reflective of real-world requirements for any of the
aforementioned services, and the only impact of manipulating these numbers would
be the required amount of stress placed on the network to put them in jeopardy.
Each of the three slices also have an inherent priority level, with slice 1 at the
highest and slice 3 at the lowest priority, respectively. Since slice 1 has the highest
throughput requirement, it requires the largest amount of resources to operate, and
therefore will be the first slice to receive support should performance start to degrade,
i.e. borrow additional RBGs from the other two slices if they are available.
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3.3

A Note on UE Placement

Before explaining the rationale behind each of the simulations, it is necessary to first
describe in further detail the method of UE placement, more specifically the random
number generator and the seeds that were used to obtain each of the results that were
both described above and are about to be described below. In each of the first two
simulations, whose goal was purely calibration, the UE placement, while statistically
random, was identical throughout each of the runs. This is to eliminate one additional
variable when sweeping over the number of UEs per slice, total RBGs, as well as eNB
distance. For a simulation with n UEs per slice, each of the n − 1 UEs from the
previous iteration maintained the same location. At the beginning of the simulation,
the random number generator’s seed was fixed at 1 to provide this level of consistency.
For more complex scenarios, such as the grid of eNBs, more samples were necessary
to validate the results. Monte Carlo simulations were performed in this case.

3.4

A Note On Spectrum Distribution

In network configurations with multiple eNBs, previous works have shown that utilizing a graph coloring algorithm can provide an effective way to distribute mutually
orthogonal blocks of spectrum across geographically adjacent nodes [4, 17, 20, 25].
There are only 25 RBGs available for use in 100MHz LTE. This leaves significant
challenges to distribute enough spectrum across two networks. It is necessary to divide the spectrum between the two networks such that a significant portion is shared,
while also maintaining significant blocks of spectrum that can be used independently
for either network.
Figure 3.2 shows a potential option for sharing 25 RBGs among the two networks. RBGs 9 through 15 are shared, representing 28% of the available spectrum.
The remaining sections, consisting of 36% each, are exclusive to networks 1 and 2,
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Figure 3.2: 100MHz Spectrum Distribution

respectively. It was decided that 16 was a significant number of RBGs to give to
either network, considering the single-network simulations indicated that 16 RBGs
was near the point at which the network could no longer maintain its throughput
mandate on each slice. In addition, this was sufficient for considering graphs with
higher chromatic numbers. From the topologies that are explored in this work, the
highest chromatic number seen was 4. This divides evenly into 16, giving each node
a fair amount of spectrum. This assumes the UEs are distributed evenly across all
nodes, which is true in this case.
Assuming the chromatic number of the network graph is four, it should be noted
that four RBGs per eNB may not be sufficient to support throughput requirements
with higher concentrations of UEs. Assuming resources are to be divided fairly
amongst each eNB, four RBGs would be allocated sequentially for each node. It
may prove useful to have an unbalanced distribution of RBGs, assuming some eNBs
are serving disproportionately more UEs than others, but those configurations were
not explored in this work. The colors are arranged in such an order that the nodes
with the smallest levels of mutual interference are always placed adjacent to each
other in terms of their spectrum assignment, and nodes that are least impacted by
the interference of the secondary network are given slots in the shared region. Gray
zones, which are blocks of spectrum shared amongst two adjacent nodes in the same
network, are only considered on an intra-network basis, and are not created from any
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of the information provided by the secondary network, not do they impede on the
spectrum allocated solely for the secondary network. The gray zones are only used
as a means to boost the chances of each eNB meeting its performance mandate by
giving them additional resources.

3.5
3.5.1

Single Network of a Single eNB
Validating Dynamic Resource Re-Assignment

The single-eNB topology that was described in the previous section was used to
determine the efficacy of the dynamic RBG re-distribution algorithm. This was a
necessary step prior to adding a second eNB (to simulate a second network), as well
as prior to expanding the primary network to the grid configuration, since this isolates
the slicing algorithm from any other dependencies that may impact performance. In
this case, 24 UEs were scattered randomly throughout the coverage radius of the
eNB. Eight UEs were assigned to each slice. Simulation time lasted for a total of 30
seconds.
Results that are shown in Table 3.2 were gathered on a per-UE basis, detailing
the average single-UE throughput and average single-UE delay. This shows the effectiveness of dynamic resource re-allocation versus network slicing with statically
assigned resources. Additionally, the method of dynamic assignment presented in
this thesis (D1 in the table) was compared to the implementation in [26] (D2 in the
table). Instead of directly reassigning RBGs based on performance, D2 examined the
pending traffic buffers of each UE. For any slice, if there was no pending traffic, it
would assign the current RBG to the slice with the next highest priority that did have
traffic pending. Two scenarios were examined; one with fewer RBGs that were evenly
distributed, and one with more RBGs, but an uneven initial distribution (chosen arbitrarily). Similar performance is seen in both D1 and D2. This is a toy example, and
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was only conducted on a system bandwidth of 25MHz, which is the default setting
in ns-3. This occurred before expanding the system bandwidth to 100MHz, which
provided more RBGs necessary for the two-network scenario.
Table 3.2: Dynamic vs. Static RBG Assignment at 25MHz

RBGs
for
Slices
1,2,3
2,2,2
5,2,2

3.5.2

Avg.
Thpt.,
Static
(Mbps)
0.61
1.01

Avg.
Thpt.,
D1
(Mbps)
0.87
1.13

Avg.
Thpt.,
D2
(Mbps)
1.11
1.17

Avg.
Delay,
Static
(ms)
167.45
121.09

Avg.
Delay,
D1
(ms)
109.81
101.33

Avg.
Delay,
D2
(ms)
105.88
99.20

Network Performance Characterization

The same three slices were implemented as previously described, with the aforementioned throughput requirements and UE placement method. The data gathered at
the end of simulating this scenario would be for calibration purposes. Critical parameters such as the number of RBGs and number of UEs per slice were adjusted
systematically - that is, simulations were performed ranging from 1 to 20 UEs per
slice, and for each of those 20 scenarios, the number of RBGs available to use in the
network ranged from 3 to 25. The sweep for the number of RBGs started at 3 so
that each slice would have at least 1 RBG on which to transmit data, and ended
at 25, since that is the maximum number of RBGs available for the 100MHz bandwidth. Data was gathered to determine the average single UE throughput, aggregate
throughput and average single UE delay for each of the slices, shown in Figures 3.3
through 3.5. Table 3.3 shows the parameters used in running the simulation. For
each run, the available number of RBGs, which ranged from 3 to 25, were distributed
evenly across the three slices. This is an initial distribution, and is subject to change
based on network performance. The simulation time was set to slightly longer than
10s to account for one more iteration of RBG re-assignment prior to calculating the
final throughput statistics.
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Table 3.3: Simulation Parameters For Single-eNB Scenario

Parameter
System Bandwidth
Single Network
Simulation Time
Slice 1 Initial RBGs
Slice 2 Initial RBGs
Slice 3 Initial RBGs
Slice {1-3} Throughput Requirement
Number of UEs - Video Streaming
Number of UEs - FTP
Number of UEs - VoIP

Value
100MHz
Yes
10.1s
1-9
1-8
1-8 RBGs
See Table 3.1
1-20
1-20
1-20

Figure 3.3: 100MHz Slice 1 Aggregate Throughput

From Figure 3.4 it can be seen that the single UE throughput begins to drop
off at approximately 6 UEs per slice, and the aggregate throughput begins to fade
beyond the slice requirements at approximately 16 RBGs shared between the three
slices. These results form the basis for any subsequent simulations, as they place the
network under significant, but not overwhelming, load. It can be seen that the slices
are operating very close to the point of significant performance degradation; that is,
they are almost unable to maintain their throughput requirements. When scaling the
network to multiple eNB configurations, operating at these parameters ensures that
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Figure 3.4: 100MHz Slice 1 Average UE Throughput

Figure 3.5: 100MHz Slice 1 Average UE Delay

the network will be impacted significantly when interference is introduced not only
by other eNBs from the primary network, but also from the eNBs in the secondary
network as well.
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3.6

Two Networks of a Single eNB

The second scenario that was simulated was also for calibration purposes. A second
network was introduced, also containing only one eNB. The initial network parameters, in terms of the number of RBGs, and the number of UEs placed per slice,
were carried over from the first simulation. This time, the distance between the two
networks would be varied, to determine an appropriate spacing for a network with
multiple eNBs. Distances ranging from 300m down to 30m were tried, descending in
increments of 10m. Overall results for average single UE throughput, aggregate slice
throughput and average UE delay are shown in Figures 3.6 through 3.8. Parameters
for each simulation are shown in Table 3.4
Table 3.4: Simulation Parameters For Two-eNB Scenario

Parameter
Value
System Bandwidth
100MHz
Single Network
No
Simulation Time
10.1s
Network {1-2} Slice 1 Initial RBGs
6 RBGs
Network {1-2} Slice 2 Initial RBGs
5 RBGs
Network {1-2} Slice 3 Initial RBGs
5 RBGs
Network {1-2} Slice {1-3} Throughput Requirement See Table 3.1
Number of UEs - Video Streaming
12 (6 per eNB)
Number of UEs - FTP
12 (6 per eNB)
Number of UEs - VoIP
12 (6 per eNB)
eNB Separation
30 - 300m, increments of 10m

From these results it was concluded that a distance of approximately 120m was an
appropriate distance, as the slices were still able to maintain their minimum throughput requirement under this level of load. Distances under 120m begin to show significant performance loss. It should also be noted that even through this was technically
a two-network scenario, the Overseer was not instantiated in this instance, as there
is no need to perform graph coloring, create blurred edges, or perform gray zone
calculations with only one node per network. Another data point noted for future
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Figure 3.6: 100MHz Slice 1 Aggregate Throughput

Figure 3.7: 100MHz Slice 1 Average UE Throughput

simulations was the perceived signal strength of the second eNB on the first; approximately -50dBm at this distance. This will be used when the topology is expanded to
many eNBs, serving as the threshold α for drawing edges when the Overseer creates
the adjacency matrix for the network, and β when the gray zones are generated.
The presence of ”spikes” in each of the curves in Figures 3.6 through 3.8 can
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Figure 3.8: 100MHz Slice 1 Average UE Delay

be attributed to the dynamic RBG re-allocation performed by the SO. When the
performance of any slice decreases below the minimum requirement, the SO will
attempt to borrow RBGs from other slices to account for this performance loss. This
is most noticeable when the distance decreases from 120m to 110m, and from 50m to
40m. At these distances, slice 1 borrows additional RBGs from slices 2 and 3, which
accounts for the respective 4.4% and 6.9% increase in aggregate throughput.

3.7

Two-Network Grid Configuration

This is the very last setup explored in this work, and combines the efforts of all
previous simulations, with the addition of graph coloring, blurred edges, and gray
zones.
Gathering the results from the first two scenarios provided a baseline for expanding
the network into more advanced topologies; giving a reasonable estimate as to the
distance between eNBs, number of UEs per slice, as well as available RBGs necessary
to construct a network that would be considered reasonably stressed. The last network
configuration was a grid configuration of 2 x 2 eNBs. The distance D1 between each
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eNB was set to 120m. This is the first scenario in which the Overseer was instantiated,
now that there are multiple eNBs to share the spectrum, the graph coloring algorithm
becomes a necessity. Refer to Figure 3.1 for information on the topology. Also shown
is the addition of the interfering node at the far right side of the topology. It was
placed at coordinates (60, D2 ), where D2 was varied from 250m down to 60m in
increments of 10m.
The number of UEs and RBGs per slice were kept the same as the last configuration. This experiment consisted of ten Monte Carlo runs, each of which changed
the placement of the UEs, and each run was set for 20s. Two sets of simulations
were performed; one with and one without graph coloring. Enabling graph coloring
inherently enables the creation of blurred edges, as well as the addition of gray zones.
The impact of all three features combined will be compared to the baseline case (none
of the three features enabled). Both instances were configured with the dynamic resource allocation enabled, which was validated earlier. Exact simulation parameters
are listed in Table 3.5. Each of the primary network’s initial per-slice RBG assignments have the ability to be overwritten by the Overseer, depending on how the graph
coloring algorithm dictates the spectrum distribution (through gray zones). Without
gray zones, each eNB gets 4 RBGs, which is why the initial parameters are 2, 1, and
1 respectively.
Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding interference graph that was constructed from
the Overseer’s adjacency matrix. The edge weights are the received signal strength
(dBm) between either node. This is the same for any pair of nodes, since the antenna
transmit power is also the same. For these runs, the eNB separation was maintained
at 120m for each simulation run, so the portion of the graph for the primary network
remained the same for all two-network simulations. The blurred edges (dotted lines)
are drawn at a secondary network distance of 200m.
Furthermore, Table 3.6 highlights the difference between gray zone and non-gray
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Table 3.5: Simulation Parameters For Two-Network Grid Scenario

Parameter
System Bandwidth
Single Network
Simulation Time
Network 1 Slice 1 Initial RBGs
Network 1 Slice 2 Initial RBGs
Network 1 Slice 3 Initial RBGs
Network 2 Slice 1 Initial RBGs
Network 2 Slice 2 Initial RBGs
Network 2 Slice 3 Initial RBGs
Network 1 Slice 1 Throughput Requirement
Network 1 Slice 2 Throughput Requirement
Network 1 Slice 3 Throughput Requirement
Network 2 Slice 1 Throughput Requirement
Network 2 Slice 2 Throughput Requirement
Network 2 Slice 3 Throughput Requirement
Number of UEs - Video Streaming
Number of UEs - FTP
Number of UEs - VoIP
eNB Separation (Primary Network), D1
Grid X-Dimension
Grid Y-Dimension
X-Coordinate of Secondary eNB, D2
Y-Coordinate of Secondary eNB
Graph Coloring Enabled

Value
100MHz
0
20.1s
2
1
1
6
5
5
5.0 Mbps
4.0 Mbps
3.0 Mbps
20.0 Mbps
16.0 Mbps
12.0 Mbps
6 (per eNB)
6 (per eNB)
6 (per eNB)
120m
2 eNBs
2 eNBs
60 - 250m, increments of 10m
60m
{0, 1}

zone spectrum distribution for these scenarios. The ranges listed at each entry are
the indices in the array of available RBGs to which that eNB has been granted access.
The eNB numbers are consistent with Figure 3.9. Each node get a significant amount
of additional spectrum with the gray zones included, giving more opportunity for
performance gains. Note that eNBs 1 and 2 receive two regions of spectrum that are
closer to the shared region (9-15), and eNBs 3 and 4 receive RBGs that belong solely
to network 1’s exclusive region.
Looking at the performance of slice 1, 2, and 3 without graph coloring, shown
in Figures 3.11 through 3.13, there is clearly a performance penalty incurred when
the secondary network is positioned increasingly closer. Both the average single-
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Figure 3.9: Two-Network Interference Graph at 200m (distances not to scale)

UE throughput and slice aggregate throughput start to decline, especially as the
secondary network approaches 120m. The average single-UE delay shows an increase
as well around that distance.
When graph coloring, blurred edges, and gray zones were enabled, the the same
levels of performance are maintained until the secondary network is positioned at
160m or closer. This is easy to tell across all three slices by inspection. The average
single-UE throughput does not decrease nearly as much as it did in the previous
case, nor does the aggregate slice throughput. The delay does increase slightly, but
not nearly as much as it had with graph coloring disabled. When placed side-byTable 3.6: RBG Distribution With and Without Gray Zones

eNB
1
2
3
4

Without Gray Zones With Gray Zones
8-11
7-12
12-15
11-15
0-3
0-4
4-7
3-8
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Figure 3.10: Locations at which Key Datapoints Were Gathered (not to scale)

side to the non-graph coloring case, it can be seen that there are clear performance
improvements across the board.
When the position of the secondary network reaches the coordinates (60, 60) the
benefits from the blurred edge mechanism start to decrease, as the throughput and
delay start to decline rapidly. At distances below 120m, the effect of interference from
the secondary network is present across all of the primary nodes. Nodes 1 and 2, who
were originally assigned spectrum in the shared region due to less interference from
the secondary network, are now much closer to the secondary network and are more
adversely affected.
The median values for each statistic from every slice was gathered, both with and
without graph coloring enabled, and are listed in Tables 3.7 through 3.9. Data points
were gathered from four key distances (shown in Figure 3.10); 250m, which is the
farthest distance simulated, 160m, the point at which performance starts to degrade
in the graph coloring case, 120m, when the secondary eNB is directly in between
eNBs 3 and 4 of the primary network, and 60m, which is when the secondary eNB is
directly in the middle of the primary network, equidistant from all primary eNBs.
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Figure 3.11: Slice 1 With (Blue) and Without (Red) Graph Coloring
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Figure 3.12: Slice 2 With (Blue) and Without (Red) Graph Coloring
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Figure 3.13: Slice 3 With (Blue) and Without (Red) Graph Coloring
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Table 3.7: Slice 1 Median Throughput and Delay at Key Distances

Metric
Single UE Delay (ms)
Single UE Delay w/o coloring (ms)
Single UE Thpt. (Mbps)
Single UE Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)

250m
97.42
129.11
0.97
0.71
23.17
17.03

160m
100.16
134.37
0.94
0.69
22.60
16.44

120m
101.15
138.21
0.94
0.67
22.45
16.11

60m
106.33
136.84
0.92
0.67
22.01
16.18

Table 3.8: Slice 2 Median Throughput and Delay at Key Distances

Metric
Single UE Delay (ms)
Single UE Delay w/o coloring (ms)
Single UE Thpt. (Mbps)
Single UE Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)

250m
111.95
145.12
0.84
0.63
20.17
15.09

160m
113.49
158.88
0.83
0.58
19.95
13.94

120m
118.06
164.36
0.81
0.57
19.40
13.61

60m
127.27
167.44
0.77
0.55
18.50
13.17

Table 3.9: Slice 3 Median Throughput and Delay at Key Distances

Metric
Single UE Delay (ms)
Single UE Delay w/o coloring (ms)
Single UE Thpt. (Mbps)
Single UE Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. (Mbps)
Aggregate Thpt. w/o coloring (Mbps)

250m
116.09
204.20
0.81
0.44
19.35
10.49

160m
118.23
219.44
0.79
0.41
19.05
9.95

120m
124.11
226.82
0.76
0.40
18.35
9.66

60m
139.07
229.44
0.70
0.40
16.85
9.54

The most notable statistic across all three slices is their ability to maintain their
throughput requirements at each distance. In the case of graph coloring, the median
throughput of each slice either meets or exceeds the throughput requirements set forth
at the beginning of the simulation, even at the 60m position. Without graph coloring,
and at the 250m position, slices 1, 2, and 3 are operating at 85%, 94%, and 87% of
the required throughput. This discrepancy between the coloring and non-coloring
case may be attributed to the presence of gray zones described in Table 3.6, which
allowed for more flexible distribution of RBGs, in addition to the blurred edges, which
assigned the shared spectrum to the nodes farther away from the secondary eNB.
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As the secondary eNB moves closer to the primary network, the graph coloring
case is better able to maintain performance, which is noticeable even at larger distances. From the statistics for delay with graph coloring, slices 1, 2 and 3 show
a 2.8%, 1.4% and 1.8% increase in respective median delays when the secondary
network moves from 250m to 160m. Without graph coloring, the respective delay
increases by 4.1%, 9.5% and 7.5%. When considering the overall performance loss
from the best- to worst-case scenarios (250m to 60m), graph coloring shows a 9.1%,
13.7%, and 19.8% increase in average delay across the three slices. Without graph
coloring, these increases are 6.0%, 15.3% and 12.3%. In the worst-case scenario, as
was previously explained, the gray zone and blurred edge algorithm are less effective,
as the interference from the secondary network is applied to all eNBs in the primary
network. Furthermore, gray zones that exist in the shared spectrum region could
allow for three eNBs to transmit on the same RBG; two from the primary network,
and one from the secondary network. Despite this, at the 60m distance, all slices
show at least a 22.3% and 36.0% improvement in delay and aggregate throughput,
respectively, when graph coloring, blurred edges, and gray zones are enabled.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Network slicing in the frequency domain was successfully performed on an LTE network in a spectrum sharing environment. Two modes of slicing were implemented;
with and without graph coloring, blurred edges, and gray zones. The combined use of
these three techniques allowed each network slice to maintain its respective throughput requirement, as well as maintain more consistent performance across a wide range
of interference levels generated from the secondary network. Graph coloring provided
a way to mitigate intra-network interference by assigning unique sets of RBGs to mutually interfering nodes. Gray zones added flexibility to these assignments by allowing
for spectrum reuse. Blurred edges mitigated interference from the secondary network
by allocating spectrum that was exclusive to the primary network to the nodes that
exhibited the highest interference.
Without interference management, the primary network was unable to meet its
performance requirements. Since more than one network had to compete for the same
spectrum resources, the blurred edge mechanism allowed the primary network to assign the shared spectrum to the nodes that were least impacted by interference from
the secondary network. Gray zones allowed for greater frequency reuse among nodes
that were least-interfering, creating additional performance gains that allowed each
slice to meet or exceed its throughput requirement at all of the distances simulated.
The results here provide a basis to expand this work to other spectrum sharing en-
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vironments such as sub-6GHz 5G networks, where the need to effectively distribute
resources is paramount.
Furthermore, future work could entail studying the impact of and improving upon
the implementation of gray zones, similar to Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) in
real-world LTE environments. In this thesis the size of the gray zones for each eNB
remained constant; only 1 RBG at either the beginning or end of an eNB’s available
resources. Assuming interference is not above a certain limit, larger gray zones could
be implemented as a means for more effective spectrum reuse. Also, the spectrum
assignments from the SO were only adjusted according to the most recent 0.5-second
snapshot of performance data. It may prove beneficial to make the SO privy to additional performance information from further back in time. Increasing the duration
of the snapshots, or simply including more snapshots in the decision making process
may lead to resource assignments with better long-term performance.
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